
 

Are you looking for a great movie to watch this holiday season that has the perfect family-friendly atmosphere? One that you'll enjoy but won't stress you out either? Don't panic! Below, find the best of the best in family-friendly holiday movies. Check out these movies available for download or streaming on Amazon Prime Video!

1) The Incredibles - This Pixar classic tells the story of a fading superhero trying to live up to his reputation, while balancing his responsibilities as father and hero. The all star cast does not disappoint. 

2) Christmas with the Kranks - This holiday comedy stars Tim Allen as Luther Krank, a father who needs to get his life together if he's going to host the neighborhood Christmas party. The laughs are plenty in this movie.

3) Elf - If you're looking for a perfect family-friendly holiday movie, then look no further than Elf starring Will Ferrell. You can't go wrong with this one.

4) The Polar Express - Tom Hanks takes an animated journey on his favorite childhood book, The Polar Express. The story is told beautifully and the music is superb. The children will love it!

5) Christmas Vacation - This holiday classic stars Chevy Chase as Clark Griswold. He's an over-the-top man, who gets his entire family on board for a trip to Walley World (a go doesn't go). Totally great movie.

6) Home Alone - This holiday classic stars Macaulay Culkin as Kevin McCallister, an 8 year-old troublemaker who ends up getting stuck at home by himself. The family cat (Uncle Frank) leads him on some hilarious adventures while the police look for him in this comedy classic. 

7) How the Grinch Stole Christmas - Who doesn't love this classic movie starring Jim Carrey?

8) Love Actually - This movie follows a successful London businessman who suddenly receives an unexpected letter that changes his life. It's a romantic comedy that will make you smile.

9) The Santa Clause - This movie stars Tim Allen as Santa Clause, who is suddenly put in charge when his family is killed in a tragic accident. Life is very difficult for SANTA, but he has his work cut out for him in this classic. 

10) Mrs. Doubtfire - This comedy stars Robin Williams in one of his earliest roles. It's a hilarious look at life with kids.

11) Miracle on 34th Street - This holiday classic is the perfect movie to watch this season. If you've never seen it, do so immediately because it's a necessary part of the holiday tradition.
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